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MLSListings Inc, Sunnyvale, California

Overview – problem statement
 600+ MLS in USA
 7 just in San Francisco Bay Area in California
 Overlapping boarders
 To maximize exposure, agents enter listings in
several MLSs, especially where borders are
overlapping
 This results in Duplicate listings. Need for deduping.
 Websites powered by aggregated databases have
supplicates
 De-Duping is important

How can de-duping be done?
 De-duping..
 Can be done based on transactional data.
- Same address – but variations of spelling
- Same parcel number
- Same Listing Agent
- Same date when came to market
- Same price
 What if necessary data is not available or unreliable?
- Monterey, CA
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De-duping based on image similarity
 One way to do it – by image analysis using transfer
learning to identify duplicate images.
 More often than not, images belonging to the same
property are not identical:
- Watermarked by entry system
- Cropped due to entry system’s requirements
- rotated due to user error
- taken from different angle
 To train a model to recognize duplicates, we need
to create a large labeled training set.
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Solution Architecture – sneak preview
 “Siamese” Architecture
- First publications ~ 2005
- Matured solution ~2015
 Identical (“Siamese”) CNNs are used sideby-side.
 Images are converted to feature vectors
 L1 or L2 difference between output vectors
 Compare with a-priory binary labels
 Train the network

Image preparation pipeline (Python)
 <10 % of real-life images are duplicates
 For training need more images, balanced dataset (50%)
 The code prepares a labeled training set of images for
supervised learning. It crops, scales, watermarks, and
rotates images creating “duplicates”
- Input: as set of unique property images
- Outputs:
- Directory of images (originals plus modified
“duplicates”)
- Annotation *.csv file: filename pairs plus a
True/False flag indicating dup or not
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Image pipeline script - Pillow library
 Utilizing Python Pillow library and itertools
 Take input of N images. For each create 3 modified
copies:
- Watermarked, with randomized location of the WM
- Cropped copy, randomize the size (between 8595%)
- Rotated, randomized the angle
- Create a file listing all possible pairs of images
with a flag indicating if they are duplicate or not.
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Image pipeline script - output

File name

File name

Dup Y/N

File_1

File_2

0

File_1

File_1_WM

1

File_2

File_1_ROT

0
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CODE example

Deep Learning Implementation
 Two identical CNN networks
 Same weights at every training steps
 Each network translates an input image into a
single-dimensional feature vector
 L1 or L2 vector distance metrics
 …. Followed by an FC layer to collapse the
vector_diff into a single-value
 …. Followed by a non-linearity criterion.
 Training: compare against an a-priory label.
Forward pass and backwards pass through each.
 Inference: generate “same”/”different” label.
 Transfer learning – we don’t start from random ‘w’

Deep Learning Implementation

BigDL Distributed Deep Learning Framework
BigDL makes Deep Learning without GPUs POSSIBLE
BigDL embraces distributed and fault-tolerant Deep Learning
BigDL code runs unchanged on a single machine or on a cluster.
BigDL leverages tried-and-true Apache Spark framework
BigDL has the same features and capabilities as TensorFlow, Keras, PyTorch
BigDL can import/export models with TF, Keras, Torch
High performance via:
 Written in Apache Spark’s native language, Scala (+Python API)
 Intel’s latest-and-greatest MLK library (comes bundled with BigDL)
Open-sourced – bigdl-project.github.io
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Implementation - BigDL

Building BigDL Graph

 Import VGG-16.
 Invoke VGG-16 model, tap fc7 layer’s output,
 Cast as Keras-like layers
 Reshape output tensor
 Use L1-difference to compare
 Add a fully-connected layer (1-dim output)
 Define loss function and criterion
Executing BigDL Graph
- Invoking model ‘fit’ training function
- Capture results.
Reference code to be published on BigDL github

Implementation - TensorFlow

Building TF Graph
 Form a training dataset.
 Set up iterators to iterate over the dataset
 Import VGG-16 model
 Invoke VGG-16 model, tap fc7 layer’s output,
 Split fc7 output tensor into odd/even elements
 Use L1-difference to compare
 Add a fully-connected layer (1-dim output)
 Define loss function
Executing TF Graph
- Train on batched dataset
- Capture results.
https://github.com/sermolin/Siamese_image_duplicates

Results
Final Results

Discussion
 Different Norm choice

 Baseline (KNN): Accuracy=24%.
 Siamese networks are very good at
identifying identical images (Precision)
 Siamese network produces quite a bit
of false negatives which could be
improved with better training dataset.

Emerging Business Use-Case – Fraud prevention
 Data compliance
 Property images could be used for predicting house valuation.
 Upgraded images => Higher price
- Market price setting
- Property value appraisal for loan approval (serious business)
- Insurance risk exposure estimation
 Are the property’s images unique or “borrowed” from elsewhere
(duplicates)?
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Why Bigdl?
•
•

Does BigDL offer lower TCO? YES
It is the story of efficient enterprise scale-out and resource leveraging:
 Reuse existing Spark clusters
 Leverage existing infra of deployment, monitoring, support, etc.
 Reuse existing Spark data pipelines
 Incrementally add AI capabilities to existing flow rather than
develop brand-new pipelines
 Compute where your data is (data efficiency).
 In FinTech, often you can’t even move data outside of “datalake”
 Written in Scala – leverage expertise of Spark engineers (+Python API)
 No need to change Spark infrastructure: “spark-submit bigdl_app.jar”
 That’s How Customers Want It
bigdl-project.github.io

software.intel.com/bigdl

- Customer Perspective

Major Spark deep learning frameworks

Customer Testaments (based on their own framework comparison):
• TensorFlow/Caffe runs on specialized HW+interconnect - $$$
• Open MP Implementation of TensorFlow/Caffe-on-Spark conflicts with Spark’s
JVM threading – lower performance
• TensorFlow/Spark can only interact with the rest of the analytics pipelines in a
very coarse-grained fashion
bigdl-project.github.io

software.intel.com/bigdl

BIGDL
Jupyter, Zeppelin notebooks and TensorBoard support

bigdl-project.github.io

software.intel.com/bigdl
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BIGDL DNN for APACHE Spark
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

BigDL makes Deep Learning without GPUs POSSIBLE
BigDL embraces distributed and fault-tolerant Deep Learning
BigDL code runs without changes on a single machine or on a cluster.
BigDL leverages tried-and-true Apache Spark framework
BigDL has the same features and capabilities as TF, Keras, PyTorch, etc
BigDL can exchange models with TF, Keras, Torch
High performance via:
• Written in Apache Spark’s native language, Scala (Python API as well)
• Intel’s latest-and-greatest MLK library (pre-bundled with BigDL)
Open-sourced

bigdl-project.github.io

software.intel.com/bigdl

